
European Central Bank President Christine Lagarde spoke at an event in
France yesterday, during which she took the chance to reiterate the ECB's
intention to increase rates by another 50bp when they meet on March 15th
and 16th. We have also recently seen some ECB officials stressing that next
month's rate hike will not be the last.
"We will then evaluate the subsequent path of our monetary policy", said the
President. She also went on to add that "keeping interest rates at restrictive
levels will over time reduce inflation by dampening demand and will also guard
against the risk of a persistent upward shift in inflation expectations".
Eurozone headline CPI inflation has indeed fallen since its peak of 10.6% y/y
last October, and now sits at 8.5%. However, policymakers at the ECB clearly
continue to remain aggressive in the face of persistent core inflation (which
removes many items that are out of their control, such as energy price
changes), that still stands at a record high of 5.2%.
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Equities: European risk assets have opened in positive territory on
Thursday amid Asian markets trading higher almost everywhere
overnight, and a positive session on Wall Street yesterday. The
EuroStoxx 50 and 600 indices are currently half a percent stronger,
and have today both seen fresh 12-month highs. Shares on the
continent are being led higher by the industrials, financials, technology,
and consumer discretionary sectors. Earnings have been mostly
healthy on Thursday.
Wall Street reacted to positive US Retail Sales on Wednesday
afternoon, the main indices gaining between 0.1% and 0.9%. VIX is at
$18.30 as volatility remains very low.
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Fixed income: Bond yields have spent the month of February so far moving
higher, as markets price in more hawkish than expected central banks in H1
and a lower likelihood of widespread rate cuts toward the back end of this
year. Interestingly, the gap between US 6-month Treasury bills (currently the
highest part of the curve) and the S&P 500 earnings yield is now at its lowest
point since 2007, and is fast approaching no gap at all. Both are yielding circa
5%. Bonds are increasingly looking like an attractive alternative to equities.

Currencies: EUR/USD has traded in a tight rangebound fashion over
the past week around 1.065 - 1.075, the dollar supported by stronger
US data on Wednesday while the euro was supported by Lagarde
sticking to her guns on ECB rate hikes. 
Sterling saw some weakness against other major currencies after the
UK registered a lower CPI print yesterday, EUR/GBP was up by 0.75%
and GBP/USD fell over 1%.

Looking ahead: Producer Price numbers from the US will be released in the
early afternoon, and may give us a clearer picture on the extent of
disinflation in the region at present. Aside from this, there is nothing major
on the macro schedule for the rest of the day. In terms of corporate figures,
we had a relatively busy morning for Europe, with HubSpot, Applied
Materials, DoorDash, and DraftKings left to report in the States later on.
Friday will be quieter, with the exception of UK Retail Sales for January
coming out early in the morning - expected to decline for the third
consecutive month. In terms of earnings tomorrow, we are due to hear from
NatWest, Deere & Co, and ENI.

16/02/2023 - US PPI
20/02/2023 - US Bank Holiday
21/02/2023 - European & US PMIs
22/02/2023 - Fed meeting minutes

Kerry Group

Pernod Ricard

Kerry Group plc has this morning reported higher 2022 revenues, albeit with a
fall in profits, sending the shares over 3.5% higher to €90.45 in Dublin at the
time of writing. Revenues climbed by 19.3% to €8.8b on the back of volume
growth of 6.1% for the full year. The firm also increased pricing by almost 12%,
saw a favourable FX translation of 6.8%, and a contribution from business
acquisitions of 4.3%. These positive factors were partially offset by the impact
of business disposals of 9.8%.
After-tax profits dropped from 2021's €763m down to €606.5m, after the firm
saw a non-trading charge of €124.2m, mostly due to its ceasing of operations
in Russia and Belarus.

The world's second-largest wine and spirits vendor, Pernod Ricard, has seen its
shares jump over 4% to a fresh 9-month high of c.€198 after it reported a
robust set of H2 2022 results. Profit from current operations over the 6-month
period rose 12% to €2.423 billion exceeding expectations for just 8.2%. Sales
also increased by 12%, coming in at €7.116b, versus estimates for a 9.7% rise.
The company also said first-half 2023 profit and sales are on track to beat
analysts' forecasts, and are being boosted by price increases in the key
Chinese and US markets. 


